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VALVE VOLTAGES.
Function. Heater. Plate. Screen. Grid. Cathode. Plate MA

Rectifier 5.2 (See note 3:)

Output 6.3 205 225 —l8
Der. BC Aud. 6.3 80+ 40+
IF. Amp. 6.3 225 80 A.V.C.
Mixer-05c. 6.3 225 80 A.V.C.
RF. Amp. 6.3 225 80 A.V.C.
on 100 volt scale, 1000 ohm/volt voltmeter.
on 500 volt scale, 1000 ohm/volt voltmeter.

0 26 MA
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32 High tension secondary measured from each 80 plate to can of insulated
Elec. Con., 80 removed: 375 A.C.
Total D.C. measured from 80 fil. to can of insulated Elec. Cond.: 350 V.D.C.

Filtered D.C. 80 fil. to earth 225 Volts D.C.

Coil: Measured at:
Primary Power Trans. Across power cord.
High Tension Secondary. Each 80 plate to Center tap.
Speaker Field. “Fil.” Speaker socket.
Speaker Input Trans. “Grid to Plate” Speaker socket.
All I.F. Transformers. (See circuit).
RF. Coil Sec. Nos. 1 to 3 of R36.
R.F. Coil Pri. Nos. 4 to 6 of R36.
Ant. Coil Sec. Nos. 1 to 3 of R37.
Ant. Coil Pri. Nos. 4 to 6 of R37.
Oscillator Coil. Nos. 1 to 6 of R28.
Oscillator Coil. Nos. 4 to 7 of R28.

COIL RESISTANCES.
—

Ohms.
50

400-450
1500
600
12
7
45
7
30
4
3mSTAGE TO STAGE SENSITIVITY TO GIVE 18.7 VOLT OUTPUT.

465 K.C.
465 K.(‘.
1400 K.(.
1000 KG
600 KC.

20,000 Micro-volts to grid of I.F. amplifier.
30 Micro-volts to grid of Converter.
1. Micro-volts to set’s antenna (through dummy antenna).
1.5 Micro-volts to set’s antenna (through dummy antenna).
1 Micro-volts to set’s antenna (through dummy antenna).
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TO CONNECT GRAMOPHONE PICK-UP
TO TI'HS MODEL:

Follow the diagram below to wire gram.
jack and switch to Circuit Di

Point G is “hot ’end of volume control
turthest from ground.

Points X and Y are at the end of .5 meg,
resistor connected tn cathode of 637i The
0nd of J) meg. dificonnccted from cathode is
point X and the cathode is 170th Y. In
other wordi. the 1 meg. and .1 MF. com
denser to he added must he connected to
point X, which is at end of .5 meg, resistor,
but was connected to cathode.

. w.

The above circuit illustrates method of
connecting gramophone pick-up jacks and
radio—graniophenc switch to this Model. We
find so few customers really desirous of
gramophune connection that we prefer not
to burden all sets with same, but to supply,
at a nominal charge upon special request
the additional feature of switching from
radio to gramophone, and completely “kill-
ing" radio reception when switched to
gramophone,

Parts required for connecting gram.
are:—

(1) Standard switch and pick-up jacks,
with 5 wire cord attached.

(2) .1 MP. wiper condenser.

(:1) 1, Mcgohln resistor,

The changeover switch functions as
follows:~

The top section of switch connects the
pick-up jacks from earth to point G, which
is the “hot" end of the volume control
through the yellow and red wires. When
gram. is connected the lower section of the
switch is open and very high negative bias
flows from the negative s1de oi speaker
ficzd (F nf 'peaker snt-ket) thrnugh the 19
mm. r is r to X, is filtered by the .l lip”.
condpnFcl', and through the 1 meg. resist
to the mac. and bias circuits, cutting thch—
wives of.‘ and causing set to be quiet for
gl‘hmopiione plaving.

The only mechanical work required to
mount this gram, crmnection is to drill a
5} inch hole beneath warning plate at rear
of Chassis and 15/32 inch hole in side of
cabinet for mounting switch,
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